
The 94km Great Glen in a day (Just for fun) 
We were only going to manage one day on the water over the long Easter weekend so we made it count by paddleboarding the 94km 

from Fort William to Inverness along the Caledonian Canal - including the iconic Loch Ness. It was also being used as a chance to test 

out some new kit & nutrition in preparation for an upcoming big trip 

We have a few big trips coming up this year and needed to get some long paddles in to try out some of the kit that we were going to need especially new PFD's (buoyancy 

aids) & a different brand of liquid food. 

Any niggles with these may not become apparent on shorter paddles but could easily force us to pull out of the events we have entered once the niggles turn into issues, 

then problems 

The forecast was for no to light winds meaning flat water for the day. Having paddled the route or parts of it several times before in race mode we made the decision to ditch 

the race boards and opt for our 13'2" RedPaddle Explorers - these would be much slower but more comfortable. This paddle was about enjoying the day & since the lack of 

wind & waves would add a few hours onto our time anyway we were not out to break any records. 

This was to be a full day of paddling together soaking in the sights & sounds of the Caledonian Canal / Great Glen - no pressures, no timescales, and no competition 

 

 

The 2am alarm wasn’t going to switch itself off so we got up, into our paddling gear & into the card just as the neighbours were coming back in 

from a night out. 

After a short drive & last minute weather forecast check we unloaded the boards & got them loaded up in the pitch black.  

(Though the canal starts at Corpach the most practical start point is at Banavie at the top of Neptune’s Staircase) 

Watch & tracker started as we took the first of 24187 paddle strokes at 0338 

After a few minutes and once we were clear of the moored boats we switched off our forward facing lights & turned down our rear 

navigation/safety lights to let our eyes adjust to the dark and guided ourselves along the dark shadows of the canal bank.  

Settling quickly into a steady rhythm we covered the 10km quickly and the lock gates leading off the canal section loomed into view 

A note to any keen on fishing out there….. Judging by the massive splash right in front of us there are some big catches to be had up there!! 

(The easiest way once you are off the canal here is up to the road & turn right over the bridge then further along the canal to the pontoons. There is a shorter option without crossing the canal 

but you will have to get down a steep & often slippery bank to the water) 

 

 

Loch Lochy was very atmospheric & uncharacteristically flat. 

There was a low lying layer of mist over the glassy smooth water, a total contrast from the screaming wind & big waves we normally have when we paddle there.  

We set a course straight down the lock and despite the numerous photo stops continued to make good time. 

 

(There is a car park halfway down the eastern shore with easy access if required) 

While there is not much exploring to be done on Lochy (its ideal for an end to end paddle) the sense of scale is mind blowing with the massive steep sided mountains rising 

from its western shore 

(When you reach the end head to the left of the pontoons & moored boats where you will see the official get out point followed by a short walk to the canal) 

 

 



After a chat to some of the crew from one of the moored boats we were off again 

This next section can only be described as stunning – probably my favourite place to paddle from everywhere we have been. Nice & wide, tall trees towering over you, 

waterfall pouring into the canal & mysterious tunnels leading off it. Nothing but the sounds of the abundant wildlife & trees rustling punctuated by the ripples coming from 

the board pushing its way through the water 

 

As we reached the end of this short canal section the swing bridge opened up..... not for us but for a few pleasure boats heading in the opposite direction (one of the great 

things about the Caledonian Canal is how much wider it is than the normal UK canals - even when busy there is plenty of room for everyone) 

 

It was 9am... time for breakfast so we stopped off at our waterside cabin on the shore of Loch Oich just after the bridge. 

Loch Oich is narrower than Lochy or Ness and has a lot of interest with islands, shallows, castles & bays to explore. It is also sheltered and always flat so a good place to head 

for on the windy days. 

The glassy smooth conditions continued all the way to the end where we kept right to avoid being swept over the weir where the loch spills over into the River Oich 

 

 

Off Oich & back onto the canal for the push towards the halfway point. 

There are a couple of locks to get around on here - each with the obligatory chat with locals, lock keepers & other water users..... one of the pleasures of cruising rather than 

racing is the people you meet, conversations you have & things you learn - sometimes we all need to slow down a bit & take time out 

     

The next one is a long portage - its about 400m, downhill but through the tourist hotspot of Fort Augustus which is always busy. 



Once we had carried our boards down to the pontoon onto Loch Ness we took time out to refill our hydration bladders, have lunch & chat some more. Never ceases to amaze 

us how many folk have never come across paddleboarding 

Half of the paddle was now done - the 2am alarm seemed like an age away but we had loved every minute of the paddle so far but it was time to turn out attention to the 

beast that is Loch Ness 

 

 

In all the times we had paddled Loch Ness we had epic downwinding conditions - a strong breeze on our backs and big waves to help us on our way. This was going to be a 

little different and a lot, lot slower! 

Just like the rest of the trip up to this point we had no help from the wind - we were doing this the hard way but always aware that each paddle stroke took you a few meters 

closer to the end. 

               

After the first 8km the smooth water turned into large, messy chop coming from all directions. All of our effort seemed to be used up trying to stay upright rather than 

paddling resulting in our speed dropping further.... this continued for an agonising, leg burning 25+km with a quick stop on dry land at Foyers to get some feeling back. 

Urquhart Castle (surely one of the most photographed in Scotland) seemed to always be way off in the distance and never getting any closer.  

Ness wasn't fun today. Having paddled it plenty of times before i knew it was mentally challenging but each time we were feeling as though no progress was being made we 

would turn around and see the start point was reassuringly way, way off in the distance. 

(Even though the main road follows the loch along the western shore access to the water is very limited. We prefer the east side as once you reach Foyers campsite there are 

plenty of options for pulling off the water & getting picked up safely) 

                           



     

 

Finally off Ness and back onto the wide canal with its sweeping bends. There is a mix of countryside along this section from farmland with sheep, with faces inquisitively 

pressed up against the fence to steep banks towering above the canal covered in the sweetest smelling gorse bushes and their yellow flowers light up in the low evening sun. 

 

The last portage of the trip - as we lifted our boards out of the water we were welcomed by a large hairy dog from one of the boats that was in no way going to let us passed 

until we had made a fuss of him 

 

 

The last obstacle was the low bridge on the outskirts of Inverness. 

After 17 hours of paddling getting down onto our knees was a struggle.... getting back up 

even tougher!! 

We were back in "civilisation" the sounds of nature were replaced with traffic noise - trees 

& fields replaced with houses, then industrial units, the boatyard and finally the locks 

leading back down to the sea and the finish 

We had made it all the way across Scotland from the Atlantic coast to the North Sea. 

 

 

 

 

17hours 37 total time, (15hours 33 paddling time) to cover the 94.7km at an average speed of 6.1km/hr 

 

A quick few photos, even quicker packing up of the boards & kit before the long drive back to our cabin for a celebratory glass of wine & bed 

 



Waking up the next morning we were feeling surprisingly fresh - our muscles letting us know we had been for a long paddle but nothing a day or two of rest & recovery 

wouldn't cure 

I did however wake up with a bad head & a touch of the shakes.  

i had my normal cup of coffee & started to feel a bit more human - got me thinking - the liquid food we had tried was caffeinated - on reading the label saw that it had 40mg 

of caffeine per scoop.  

Time to do the maths - i had 15 scoops per 3lts hydration bladder & got through just over 2 bladders so about 1400mg or about the same as 30 espresso's....  

Looking back and comparing this trip to previous ones along the same route we estimate that the board choice and lack of wind & waves added approximately 3 - 3.5 hours. 

Can’t recommend this route highly enough (though the 2nd half can be a bit of a slog on the never ending Loch Ness). 

It has lots of options to be done over 2, 3 or more days too & is anyone wants more information on any aspects of it please do not hesitate to get in touch 

 

For our Garmin track & stats of the paddle please click on (or copy/paste) the below link 

https://connect.garmin.com/modern/activity/3578045693 

 

Short Relive video of the route  

https://www.relive.cc/view/g33360903185 

 

 

 

                 

 

For more please check out – 

 

www.nw-sup.co.uk 

https://www.facebook.com/northwestpaddleboards/ 

 

 

https://connect.garmin.com/modern/activity/3578045693
https://www.relive.cc/view/g33360903185
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